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About 50 States Engineering
50 States Engineering is an innovative company providing services in Surveying, Civil Engineering,
Land Development, and Planning, utilizing state-of-the-art equipment. Our mission is to provide
the uppermost quality of service by means of proficiency, honesty, diligence, reliability, and
efficiency. Our company’s experts and technical specialists are committed to working with you to
guarantee the success of your project.
About Plaza Construction
Established in 1986, New York City - headquartered Plaza Construction provides construction
management, general contracting, and project consulting services nationally. Plaza is the sixth
largest contractor in the New York region, with offices located in Los Angeles, Miami, Washington
DC and New Jersey. The company was ranked by Engineering News Record in 2008 number 65
out of the nation’s top 400 contractors with revenues in 2009 of $1.2 billion. An industry leader in
sustainability, Plaza has executed over $2 billion of LEED rated projects since 2005. By combining its
own construction expertise with its roots as a builder for its sister development firm, the company
has earned a vaunted track record as an innovative executor with great attention to detail and cost
resulting in the delivery of high quality buildings. Given these strengths, Plaza offers an entirely
different brand of development management service to its clients throughout the greater New York
area in addition to its general contracting and construction management services.
About Theometrics
Theometrics Is Your Digital Measurement and Layout Solution. Theometrics is the art and science
of precision measurement and navigation in and on construction sites. It replaces antiquated
strings and tape measures creating the “New Standard and Best Practice” by which architectural
and construction measurements are performed world-wide. As a revolutionary electronic
measurement and layout tool for the construction industry, Theometrics is the fastest and most
accurate way to create as-built drawings or layout work for the construction process. Similar to
how GPS navigates users over a map, Theometrics navigates users from any point on any CAD
drawing or BIM model to the exact field location, with laser-sharp accuracy. Theometrics is the
bridge between computer-aided design and construction.
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New Construction
Theometrics
Plaza Construction, 50 States Engineering
November 2011
180,000 sq. ft., $176 million project
Digital As-built Measurement of Newly Constructed Concrete
and Steel Structure

Plaza Construction was named General Contractor for the construction of the Fulton Street Transit Center a 180,000 sq. ft., $176 million
project, that will modernize a critical Manhattan subway complex. The complex is scheduled to open in 2014.
Plaza Construction contracted Theometrics & 50 States Engineering to provide digital measurement services on the Fulton Street
Transit Center project in New York City.
EXISTING CONDITION AS-BUILT STUDY

BENEFITS

CONCLUSION

Because of the projects size and
complexity it was necessary to measure
and construct a digital model that
reflected the existing condition. The
dimensionally accurate as-built model
would be used to perform a variety of
different coordination tasks including
the following:

In less than 3 weeks Theometrics was able to provide Plaza Construction with a complete
3D Dimensionally Accurate As-built model of the entire facility. The Theometrics system
made Reality vs. Design clash detection possible. The Theometrics model was used to
coordinate the trades and run clash detection on proposed above ground superstructure
BIM model prior to fabrication of the steel. The Theometrics 3D As-built model also made
it possible to inventory all of the steel that was already in place and helped ensure
that there was no significant structural omission or installation in error.

Plaza Construction contracted Theoretics to provide digital measurement services on the
Futon Street Transit Center project to aid heir Building Information Modeling process and help
to coordinate the MEP trades.Theometrics services extended Plaza Constructions building BIM
process to the field and was deployed to influence the reality of the Transit Center Building
Information Model

The model would be used to run
clash detection in Autodesk Navisworks to coordinate installation of
mechanical,electrical and plumbing
systems.
The model would be used to validate the engineering drawings with
an inventory of the existing steel
structural components already in
place.
The model would be used to
coordinate the proposed superstructure design to the existing structure and bolt patterns already in
place.

The ability to quickly determine the difference between the construction drawings
and what was actually constructed saved the project time by helping to avoid conflict as
the project progressed.
The Theometrics System is proven as an early warning system that can identify conflict
during the construction phase as construction progresses making it possible to deal
with and avoid potential conflict before it’s too late, thus avoiding delays and additional
cost. Because the Theometrics systems made it possible to compare the existing bolt
placement to the proposed structural steel model Plaza Construction is able to assure
that the manufactured steel will arrive and install without a hitch.

THEOMETRICS ROLE
Theometrics was tasked to perform a complete 3D As-built Study and deliver
a dimensionally accurate model of the construction completed to date.
The final 3D model represented the real position of all the structural steel,
columns, edge of slab, slab elevations, bolt positions, penetrations, stairs
and included a topographic measure of adjacent building facades.

The Theometrics System is proven as an early warning system and risk mitigation tool that can
identify conflict during the construction phase as construction progresses making it possible
To deal with and avoid potential conflict. Use of the Theometrics system saves time and money.
The Theometrics Digital Measurement and Layout System extends BIM to the field and can be
used to kick start BIM adoption by the construction trades. Real time full scale visualization is
unquestionably a best practice for helping move technology into a construction job. In an
industry that has been very slow to adopt change and new technologies the Theometrics
systems helps to break down the barriers.
The Benefits of this tool are better allocation of resources such as man‐power, materials
and time; increased accuracy an overall reduction of communication and measurement errors
and the ability to document existing conditions and work completed directly into CAD. The
Theometrics systems make it possible to layout construction work directly from digital drawings
or models and represent a more powerful tool set than the traditional approach of relying on
tape measures, strings and paper blueprints.
Application of the Theometrics systems and dimensional quality control standard makes Real‐
Time project and Facility Management, Coordination and Control possible and specifically
automates and informs the construction site and the AEC team in real time.

